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Basic-science observations explain how outer retinal
hyperreflective foci predict drusen regression and geographic
atrophy in age-related macular degeneration
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The appearance of hyperreflective foci (HRF) above drusenoid
pigment epithelial detachments (d-PEDs) on optical coherence
tomography (OCT) imaging strongly predicts drusen collapse and
subsequent progression to geographic atrophy (GA) in age-related
macular degeneration (AMD) [1–6] (Fig. 1A, B). Here, we provide
literature and laboratory evidence supporting the hypothesis that
HRF represent RPE undergoing a pathologic epithelial-to-
mesenchymal transition (EMT) and that this phenotypic change
results in a decrease in the RPE’s secretion of drusen-sustaining
components, leading to drusen collapse just before GA onset.
Most evidence points to HRF above d-PEDs as RPE migrating

above the RPE monolayer into the neural retina [7–9]. RPE cells
that lose contact with the RPE monolayer undergo a phenotypic
change, termed an EMT [10]. EMT results in RPE proliferation and
increased fibrotic capacity [10, 11], accompanied by a decline in
photoreceptor-supporting functions [12]. The extreme clinical
example of RPE EMT is proliferative vitreoretinopathy, where RPE
released from the monolayer undergoes massive proliferation and
fibrosis [11], but more subtle RPE EMT has been demonstrated in
AMD as well [10, 13]. Mild RPE EMT may lead to photoreceptor loss
and an inability to fill-in gaps in the RPE monolayer after EMT-RPE
migrates into the neural retina, thereby triggering GA [10].
d-PED collapse often heralds GA onset [8, 14, 15]. To understand

this phenomenon, we first note that d-PEDs are dynamic
structures representing an equilibrium between ongoing deposi-
tion and egress of drusen material [15]. As RPE sickens, its
secretion of the most abundant apolipoprotein component of

drusen, apolipoprotein E (apoE) [14], decreases [15], causing a shift
in d-PED equilibrium toward egress prior to GA onset.
Here, we hypothesize that RPE undergoing EMT, clinically

indicated by HRF above d-PEDs on OCT, also leads to a decrease in
secretion of drusen components, further promoting drusen
regression prior to GA. To test this hypothesis, we utilized our
primary human RPE culture system, previously shown to mimic
in vivo RPE [16]. Under normal conditions, our primary human RPE
culture maintains a cobblestone morphology (Fig. 1Ci, left). When
plated at low density, however, RPE cells fail to make strong
cell–cell contacts, triggering EMT and a fibroblastic morphology
(Fig. 1Ci, right). EMT-RPE is marked by expression of vimentin
(Fig. 1Cii), which is also expressed in degenerating RPE from AMD
eyes, further bolstering the concept that AMD involves an RPE
EMT shift [17]. Our EMT-RPE also lose their tight-junction integrity,
which is critical for establishing the outer retinal–blood barrier
(Fig. 1D). Importantly, unlike epithelial RPE cultures, EMT-RPE
cultures secrete significantly lower levels of drusen components,
including apoE and TIMP-3 (Fig. 1E).
Together, these data support the following model (Fig. 2): as

RPE sickens in dry AMD, it undergoes an EMT. Some EMT-RPE may
remain in the RPE monolayer but other EMT-RPE migrates into the
neural retina, manifesting as HRF on OCT imaging that predict
AMD progression. The subsequent decreased secretion of drusen
components by sick and EMT-RPE, along with continued efflux of
drusen components into the choroid, results in d-PED collapse,
followed by GA.
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Fig. 1 Hyperreflective foci (HRF) on OCT imaging in AMD represent RPE undergoing an epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT),
resulting in decreased RPE secretion of drusen components, followed by collapse of the drusenoid PED (d-PED) underlying the HRF and
then GA. A An 84-year-old female with intermediate AMD in the right eye and disciform scar in the left eye was followed for nearly 3 years.
Near-infrared reflectance (NIR) on left and OCT B-scan on right demonstrating appearance of HRF over d-PEDs (red arrows) followed by
collapse of d-PEDs and onset of GA (bounded by blue arrowheads). B A 60-year-old male with intermediate AMD in both eyes was followed
for more than 6 years, again demonstrating HRF formation (red arrows) followed by d-PED collapse and subsequent GA (blue arrowheads) in
the right eye. C (i) Primary human RPE was cultured as previously described [16]. Typical culture (epithelial RPE—Epi-RPE) demonstrates a
cobblestone morphology and absence of the EMT marker vimentin (left). In contrast, culturing freshly split RPE onto microporous supports at
a 1:20 dilution for 6–10 days results in confluent cultures but an EMT transition (EMT-RPE) marked by an elongated, spindle morphology and
expression of vimentin (right). Blue=DAPI (nuclei marker), green= vimentin (EMT marker; #OMA1-06001, Thermo, 1:100), pink= phalloidin
(actin cytoskeleton marker). Scale bar= 15 μm. (ii) Normalized quantification of vimentin protein expression by Western blot in epithelial RPE
(Epi-RPE) and EMT-RPE (n= 3; #5741, Cell Signalling Technology, 1:1000). D EMT-RPE lose tight-junction integrity, a key RPE phenotype critical
for maintaining the outer retinal–blood barrier. Tight-junction integrity measured by trans-electrical resistance (Ω × cm2), as previously
described [16] (n= 4). E Secretion of drusen components is decreased in EMT-RPE. Apolipoprotein E (apoE), the most abundant apolipoprotein
in drusen, is secreted above (apical) and below (basal) the RPE, and EMT-RPE secretes lower amounts on both sides. TIMP-3, a major Bruch’s
membrane remodeling protein and component of drusen, is normally secreted basally. In EMT-RPE, its secretion is negligible. ApoE and TIMP-
3 secretion were measured in the media above and below the RPE by Western blot, subtracted from background signal, and subsequently
normalized (n= 3; apoE= #AB947, Millipore, 1:2000; TIMP-3= #AB6000, Millipore, 1:1000). Student T test for all statistical analysis, ***<0.001,
**<0.01, *<0.05 (color figure online).
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Fig. 2 Model linking RPE epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT) to OCT hyperreflective foci (HRF), drusenoid PED (d-PED) collapse, and
subsequent GA. (i) Healthy RPE normally secretes abundant amounts of drusen-sustaining material, such as lipoproteins (LPs) containing
apolipoprotein E (apoE). (ii) In early dry AMD, drusen forms under the RPE, composed of lipid- and protein-rich material secreted normally by
the RPE. Drusen accumulates because secretion occurs faster than efflux of the drusen material into the choroidal circulation. (iii) As the RPE
sickens, it undergoes morphologic and migratory changes suggestive of an epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT). Instead of a smooth
monolayer, the RPE becomes dysmorphic and certain RPE cells migrate into the neural retina, apparent on OCT as hyperreflective foci (HRF).
HRF are a presumed marker of RPE EMT and have been well-established as one of the strongest predictors of progression to geographic
atrophy. Our basic science data show that RPE undergoing EMT secrete less drusen material, allowing efflux of the remaining drusen into the
choroidal circulation. This leads to collapse of drusenoid pigment epithelial detachments (d-PEDs) as the RPE becomes progressively sicker. (iv)
As the RPE fully dies in the area of prior EMT, the d-PED also disappears via choroidal efflux, leaving a zone of geographic atrophy.
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